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Innovation is a kind of revolution

• The innovator imagines a world different from the one she currently inhabits
• This may be very different or different in a small way
• Whatever the ultimate motivation of the innovator may be, she must be 

prepared to work to achieve this better world
• Unlike purely political revolutions the innovator’s life (or livelihood) must not be  

put in jeopardy
• All revolutions are complex and difficult.
• Political revolutions (transferring power) are dangerous
• People with power do not surrender it easily
• Something similar happens with innovations - resistance
• The task of persuading the masses is full of risk and uncertainty

Galbraith on revolution

• Three things necessary
• Strong leadership
• Weak opposition
• Cohesive organisation or network

Revolution and innovation

Political revolution Innovation

Leadership Yes Yes

Strong organisation Yes Yes

Network Yes Yes

Opposition Yes Yes

Resources Yes Yes

Public need Yes Yes

Life threatening Yes Not usually



Canal du Midi -1662

• Shortcut between the Atlantic and the Mediterranean
• Avoid the long dangerous sea journey around Spain (public need)
• Pierre-Paul Riquet (age 63) a rich tax-farmer in the Languedoc region
• Eventually cost over 15 million livres
• Two million came from Riquet, leaving his family with enormous debt 
• He died in 1680, just months before the Canal was opened

Lessons from Christo

• Desire to achieve change is most critical
• Technical ability to ‘visualise’ new world - models, drawings, prototypes
• Full understanding of opposition and inertial forces
• Ability to raise sufficient resources
• Finance through period of uncertainty
• Communication and persuasive skills fully developed
• Clear message - backed up by action
• Network of expertise needed to fulfill change
• Carry through, follow through
• Public need
• World is different and better

Where do innovators and entrepreneurs fit in? Where do innovators and entrepreneurs fit in?



Where do innovators and entrepreneurs fit in?

Change in the ‘real’ world

Most innovation is small and incremental

• All key technologies go through a process of improvement in (often) small 
steps

• ‘Incremental’ improvement
• Not always a great leap forward
• There are big and little inventions
• Little inventions can be the basis of a very successful business
• Small innovations

The gradual improvement of water transport

• Observation: logs float
• Hollowed out logs float and carry
• Dugout canoes

Reed and skin boats

• Reeds float too
• Bundles of reeds float



Early ships: longship

• Oars and simple sail
• Efficient ‘clinker built’ hull design

1805: well developed sail technology

• Battle of Trafalgar - Ship with many tons of ordnance

Efficient sail

• Improved technology
• Better use of wind power
• Improved hull design
• Greater speed

1869 Cutty Sark - 27.5 km per hour

• Australia to Britain - 67 days - near peak of wind power
• Known as a ‘Clipper’ or ‘Tea Clipper’
• What’s next?



1690 early use of steam for water transport

• Denis Pappin - forward looking - visionary
• Attempted steam driven boat
• Technology inadequate
• Early and primitive steam technology
• Could not compete with efficient sail technology

1712 Thomas Newcomen

• Steam engine (‘Newcomen’ Engine}
• Pumping water from flooded mine shafts

to increase production
• In this case there was a practical use

for a steam engine
• A financially viable application
• They were not very efficient steam engines

and not highly efficient at pumping water
but they were more efficient than the
existing hand pumps and required less
labour.

1784 Boulton and Watt engine

• James Watt
• Added condenser chamber
• Improved power
• Cheaper on coal

Paddle steamer

• Paddles inefficient on high waves (SS Central America)



The screw propellor

• Propeller is really a broken screw
• A simple machine (Archimedes screw)

The screw

• The simple machine screw had been around for a long time 
• da Vinci imagined it for flight (primitive helicopter)
• Early civilisations used it

to ‘pump’ water for 
irrigating fields

• This is doing the same job
as a ships screw 

Steam turbine: Charles Parsons

• The Turbinia - 1885
• Overlaps with sailing ‘tea clippers’
• No pistons
• Uses steam 

to turn rotor

Steam turbine



1904 Rudolf Diesel

• Diesel engine on an oil tanker
• Diesel cycle
• Uses compression

ignition

The development of a technology

• From hollowed out log to diesel turbine
• A series of steps
• None of these steps inevitable
• No step inevitable at that time or place
• There may be steps we do not know about
• ‘unknown unknowns’

Technology adoption S-curve
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Technology replacement
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Other technology curves

• Recording and playback of sound
• Phonograph - Tape - CD - Digital files

• Messaging
• smoke - lights - flags - telegraph - radio - internet

• Note that many primitive technologies largely survive
• They are difficult to improve on very much - or more expensive to replace
• Paper?
• Wine?
• Mousetrap

• One of the simplest products we know
• But is it improvable?
• Is the effort worth it?

Inventing a better mouse trap

€1 + the cost 
of the cheese

Semi-radical improvements

• Can we improve the vacuum cleaner
• Dyson
• A better dishwasher?
• Fisher and Paykel
• A better PC?



‘Chance favours the prepared mind’

• We need to be ‘immersed’ in the problem in some way
• The process that IDEO uses tries to simulate the process by which we acquire 

sufficient knowledge about anything to be able to see ways of improving it
• Many breakthrough ideas come from people disposed to ‘see’ the potential.
• Often from people who work in the area

‘Chance favours the prepared mind’

• Smallpox - Jenner - 1796 
• working with smallpox victims
• investigated the claim of a milkmaid who avoided smallpox

• X-Ray - Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen - 1895
• Safety glass – Edouard Benedictus – 1903

• inadvertently knocked a glass flask but broken pieces still hung together
• the flask had recently held a solution of cellulose nitrate, a liquid plastic, 

which had evaporated 
• 1903 - Automobile driving a new and often dangerous hobby among 

Parisians. Benedictus reads that, in collisions, most drivers seriously 
injured by shattered glass windshields

‘Chance favours the prepared mind’

• Penicillin – Fleming - 1928
• The fortuitous breeze blows the Penicillium mould onto some bacteria 

cultures in agar dishes
• Teflon – Plunkett – 1938

• at the DuPont research laboratories 
• frozen, compressed sample of tetrafluoroethylene polymerised into 

polytetrafluoroethylene  
• Velcro - George de Mestral - 1948

• Plant seed-sacs cling to animal fur in order to travel
• Art imitates nature

Expectations of the standard view 

• We need a genius
• Einstein’s brain

• That invention and innovation are orderly and sequential
• That there is an inevitability about their occurrence
• That specific events ‘trigger’ inventive periods
• That we can predict areas where invention should and might occur



Great inventors

• Leonardo da Vinci invented:
• the helicopter
• the submarine
• ballistics
• flight
• the tank

• Jules Verne invented
• the submarine (the Nautilus in ‘20,000 Leagues Under the Sea’
• the space rocket (in ‘First Men on the Moon’)

• Gene Roddenberry invented
• the transporter
• the warp drive

Genius: Look back at that Leonardo drawing

• The helicopter
• Using the screw principle
• Motive power provided by men turning a windlass
• This idea could not actually fly

Leonardo’s tank

• A human-powered tank which was never built
• It would need a landscape as smooth as a billiards-table to actually move. 

The slightest hill or rock would bring it to a halt
• It would have been 

incredibly heavy
• Snails would overtake it
• The Romans had armoured

weapons which were far 
more efficient

Leonardo’s submarine

• Not useful
• Nor was Drebbel’s



What this tells us

• Having the ‘idea’ is the beginning of a process which is actually a long chain 
of ideas

• The fact that neither da Vinci, nor Jules Verne could actually have completed 
useful working versions of their idea does not destroy the creative act inherent 
in the idea

• They are creative, but they are still ‘dreams’

Key factors in innovation (Karl Vesper)

• A future vision (perhaps some product or service idea)
• Technical know-how - expertise

• Must know nuts and bolts of doing the work
• Networks

• Connections with many people who can contribute
• Physical Resources

• Assets and Capital (Garage, lathe, pliers, mobile phone)
• The role of the entrepreneur

• Customers (someone who wants to pay)

New Ideas : Analytical and Creative

• Analytical methods can lead to incremental improvement
• e.g. adding FAX capability to photocopier
• Mobile phone as camera
• Address existing markets, being highly competitive from day one
• Marketing analyses can drive them
• Stage/Gate system of product review
• In all these cases the inventors and innovators are thoroughly immersed in 

the problem

New technologies replace older

• Joseph Schumpeter (1942)
• Radical innovation = “creative destruction”
• Old companies replaced by newer

• Clayton Christensen (1995)
• Radical innovation =  “disruptive technologies”
• changed to “disruptive innovation”
• Because innovation not technology is the key factor



Improvement: Internal combustion engine

• 1854 - 1879:
• Barsanti, Otto, Benz, Daimler
• 1892 Diesel
• With many technical improvements this 

has continued to be core technology
• More recently: hybrid technology cars

Compressed Air technology for cars?

• Not recent technology. 
• Magazine article 1932 
• In 1979, Terry Miller developed Air Car One,

Patent: US4370857

2008 innovation

• Five-seat concept car Aircar 
can be filled with air in just three minutes

• An engineer has promised that within a year he will start selling a car that runs 
on compressed air, producing no emissions at all in town.

• The OneCAT will be a five-seater with a fibre-glass body, weighing just 350kg 
and could cost just over £2,500.

• It will be driven by compressed air stored in carbon-fibre tanks built into the 
chassis. 

As one technology peaks... Another rises
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The other reason for studying Christo

• “In the summer of 1976, I was in the Napa Valley while the artists Christo and 
Jeanne-Claude were draping the neighboring hills of Sonoma and Marin with 
their Running Fence. It was twenty four and a half miles long, eighteen feet 
high, and crossed fifty nine ranches. Running Fence drew a luminous white 
line along the slopes and rises. The fabric shimmered in the sunlight and 
glowed in the dusk.”

• “It remains in my memory as one of the most stunning sights I have ever 
seen.”

Creativity

• David Kelly (Ideo): ‘If you only think of appropriate things you will never think 
of anything new or exciting’

• Iconoclasm is a tool of creativity
• We are post-enlightenment people - we question received wisdom - like ‘you 

can’t do that; it cannot be done’.
• The Enlightenment represents a re-examination of classical thought and ideas
• Go back to first principles, and take nothing as given

Appropriateness

• Appropriateness’ is a constraint, a straightjacket
• It is self imposed
• Who asked me to be appropriate?

Chicago 1820 - Population 15



Chicago 1854 - Population 55,000 Chicago 1898 - Population 1,698,575

Population growth

• Population growth and urbanisation come with associated problems
• Health issues
• Food supplies
• Education
• Traffic
• Congestion

The horse in NYC

• Example cited in Super Freakonomics by Levitt and Dubner
• At a time when the streets of NYC were buried in horse dung
• Major health and safety risk
• Who could have foreseen new technologies or their impact?



Growth of London Health and safety and innovation

• The history of medicine is not a story of steady and continuous innovations in 
saving lives.

• It was not until late 19th century that medicine reached the point where it was 
saving more people than it killed 

• The greatest advances in health had to do with hygiene
• The widespread use of soap was important
• The Victorian city of London was a city of startling contrasts. New building 

and affluent development went hand in hand with horribly overcrowded slums 
where people lived in the worst conditions imaginable. 

• The population surged during the 19th century, from about 1 million in 1800 to 
over 6 million a century later. This growth far exceeded London's ability to 
look after the basic needs of its citizens.

The Great Stink

• Water closets were adopted by the more affluent households of London in the 
early 19th century, in place of privies and cess pits. As a result, sewers 
originally intended to take rain water into the Thames now carried raw sewage 
- which was then extracted by the water companies to be drunk by their 
customers. 

• The crisis came to a peak in the 'Great Stink' of London in 1858. Such was 
the overpowering smell from the Thames, that the curtains of the Commons 
were soaked in chloride of lime in a vain attempt to protect the sensitivities of 
MPs. 

• It is no surprise that a bill was rushed through Parliament and became law in 
18 days, to provide more money to construct a massive new sewer scheme 
for London, and to build the Embankment along the Thames in order to 
improve the flow of water and of traffic.

Sewer construction at Fleet Street



Innovation

• people creating value by implementing new ideas. 
• the process of taking those ideas to market or to a useful conclusion 
• anything that provides a new perceived benefit to a customer or end user 
• anything that concerns the search for and the discovery, experimentation, 

development, imitation and adoption of new products, new processes and 
new organisational set ups; 

• the conversion of knowledge and ideas into a benefit, which may be for 
commercial use or for the public good; the benefit may be new or improved 
products, processes or services;

• the process that transforms ideas into commercial value

Invention and innovation

• The distinction between "invention" and "innovation" is that invention is the 
creation of a new idea or concept, and innovation is turning the new concept 
into commercial success or widespread use.

• Schumpeter: Invention is doing new things; innovation is getting new things 
done.

• Schumpeter saw the latter as the role of the entrepreneur

Are there any new ideas left?	

• Max Planck entered the University of Munich on 21 October 1874.
• After taking mostly mathematics classes at the start of his course, he 

enquired about the prospects of research in physics from Philipp von Jolly, 
the professor of physics at Munich

• He was advised that physics was essentially a complete science with little 
prospect of further developments. 

• Despite this rather bleak prognosis, Planck decided to study physics.
• The truth is that we cannot tell when any area is exhausted.


